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The Iowa Review www.jstor.org where this strangulation this hypnosis eve trunk serpent mouth apple cunt cov ered with leaves hand fruit toward adam back turned toppled screwed there they are hounded under the trees it's true that they're wiser for it but go on then say it let's start over if we can what a lot of work to go to bed clean in clean sheets feel your columned nape taking nothingness into its kidneys soulless throughout the church bouquets o' candles like everywhere else it's the incense scrawled notes saucers holy water the magazines in the stalls famiglia cristiana florid odor of wax children they sing his glory in pop style they seem to be hav ing fun with the priest it persists then there is no choice between force and count'rforce zebra stripes and bandaids blood and husk which would be the form separated deflated appropriated but at least doubly asseverated they don't realize that they are saying identity is a difference in noting simply that identity is different from difference otherwise stick with fundamentals no one asks that much no one requires any one to grasp one two the cadence prego scusi por favor 103 Criticism and don't you think's better in th'north for anesthesia surely every man for him self and porno for all god save the queen programmes of princesses note that you have to defend a religious writer in the ussr sigh of the oppressed soul naturalism remake tolstoi without passions the bourgeoisie hopes that it will turn out this way it's probable at any rate enormous clientele for naturalism the important thing for it is to imagine that we're still pre-'14 that we stay in the 19th at all costs otherwise where is man headed their theory pierces the clouds but their bodies flounder in the roman belle ?poque note that i say all this without ex clamation in the rapid course of the illumination strange that one always neglects in thought that any photo must transcend its negative there we have i should say a sign leap or leap not has the world a will a representation or does it simply fiddle scientists never admit a basic rectification if they haven't made it them selves we need the birth of a new and then a newer generation and already produc tion follows its course the boss his hands in his pockets bawls out his workers Christianity can be summarized in a single commandment you shall concern your self with the business of others before you mind your own the wherewithal the wheel of taxation easier to populate hell than paradise not true or else certain unexpected motions a flight of phosphorus evaporation of atoms in the wake of filtered air we are never simple enough there there truly simple there suspended the currents mingled so he spoke and river-god at once stopped his stream held back his waves and made the water calm before him and brought him safely to the rivermouth
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